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ANIM AL BEHAVIOR 

Sound 
Judgment
Strategic angles help 
bats hunt stationary 
bugs on leaves 

Bats are known  for using high-
frequency acoustic signals to 
deftly snatch fl ying insects from 
the air at night, even amid dense 
forests. But more than 40 per-
cent of insectivorous bat species 
hunt by plucking prey resting on 
leaves or other surfaces. Because 
the sound waves bats emit re-
fl ect off  vegetation at all angles, 
the returning jumble of echoes 
should render a leaf-bound in-
sect virtually imperceptible—so 
scientists have long suspected 
that bats use clues from vision, 
smells or prey-generated sounds 
to help fi nd a motionless meal. 

Now, however, biologists 
Inga Geipel of the Smithsonian 
Tropical Research Institute, Ralph 
Simon of Free University Amsterdam  and 
their colleagues have shown how some 
bats detect a still and silent insect on a leaf 
using echolocation alone. By approaching 
the target along a specifi c trajectory, the 
common big-eared bat  Micronycteris 
microtis  treats the leaf as an acoustic mir-
ror to refl ect unwanted echoes away from 
its angle of attack. This makes the insect’s 
signal stand out, according to a study pub-
lished in August in  Current Biology.

“To the bat’s ears, echoes from the prey 
are enhanced, while those coming from 
the leaves are eff ectively reduced,” says 
John Ratcliff e, an animal biologist from 
the University of Toronto, who was not 
involved in the new work.

The researchers lined a room with 
microphones and monitored how sound 
waves generated by a synthetic batlike 
sonar refl ected off  a leaf. They found that 
the waves bounced off  the leaf itself in a 
direction away from the source. But when 
an insect was placed on the leaf, pulses 
coming in at angles around 60 degrees 
from vertical refl ected back to the sonar’s 
source. Next the researchers fi lmed four 

wild bats nabbing dragonfl ies perched on 
leaves. “The bats approached exactly from 
the expected angles,” Simon explains. 
Outside of that range of angles, the target 
became much harder to detect.

This is not the fi rst time scientists have 
observed bats bouncing waves off  a sur-
face in this way; individuals feeding at lakes 
and ponds use a similar process to help 
make fl oating prey stand out. But that tac-
tic relies on the water’s large, smooth sur-
face—and bats do not have to maneuver 
as delicately to approach from the correct 
angle. “It’s exciting to learn that the same 
process can be exploited in a very diff erent 
environment,” says neuroscientist Michae-
la Warnecke of the University of Wiscon-
sin–Madison, who has investigated echo-
location but was not involved in the study. 

Whether  M. microtis’ s hunting strategy 
is unique among bat species remains to be 
seen, Ratcliff e says. But this work helps to 
reveal the bat’s acoustic world, which 
could lead to new applications, including 
improved bat-inspired sonar systems, 
according to the study’s researchers.

 —Rachel Berkowitz 

90-degree approach: 
Leaf reflects signal back to bat, 
interfering with bug reflections

60-degree approach: 
Leaf reflects signal away from 
bat, revealing bug reflections
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Caravan’s Costa Rica 2020. Your Year to Go!

Keel-billed Toucan

Day 1 Welcome to the “rich coast”. 
Caravan provides airport transfers. 
Stay two nights in San José.
Day 2 Visit Sarchi. Shop for colorful 
handicrafts. Tour a coffee plantation.
Day 3 Visit a wildlife rescue center. 
Enjoy a two night stay in Fortuna.
Day 4 Cruise on the Rio Frio. Soak 
and relax in volcanic hot springs. 
Day 5 Hike on the Hanging Bridges. 
Stay two nights on the Pacific Coast.
Day 6 Visit Leatherback Turtle Park. 
Relax at your beach resort and spa.
Day 7 Cruise on the Tarcoles River. 
Stay next to Manuel Antonio Park.
Day 8 Explore Manuel Antonio Park.  
Hike the rainforest and beach coves.
Day 9 Your tour ends after breakfast. 
Caravan provides airport transfers.
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Volcanoes, Beaches & Rainforests

 You are invited to visit Costa Rica 
on a fully guided tour. Your tour 

includes all hotels, all meals, and all 
activities. Pura Vida!

Hotels - listed by day
 1, 2 San José  Barcelo Palacio  
 3, 4 Fortuna  Magic Mountain 
 5, 6 Guanacaste  J.W. Marriott 
 7 Manuel Antonio  San Bada 
 8 San José Real InterContinental
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